Particle size segregation in granular avalanches occurs due to inter-particle percolation and squeeze expulsion. The general theory for a polydisperse mixture yields a segregation equation for each grain size class. For a three constituent mixture of large, small and medium sized particles there are three segregation equations, one of which can be eliminated, since the concentrations of all the species necessarily sums to unity. The remaining two coupled parabolic equations can be solved using a standard Galerkin finite element method. Numerical solutions show that small particles percolate to the base of the avalanche, large particles are squeezed to the surface and the medium sized grains are sandwiched in between. For certain choices of the segregation parameters it is possible to generate instabilities that lead to saw-tooth segregation in the threephase mixture, but these die off as the grains separate into bi-disperse sub-mixtures. In general, all the grains contribute to the segregation process and develop an inversely graded particle size distribution, that coarsens upwards. This is known as reverse distribution grading. Sometimes, however, the fine particles may not segregate readily, leading to reverse coarse tail grading. For a bi-disperse mixture, the general theory yields one independent segregation equation, which always seeks to drive the particles into an inversely graded state. However, when the bulk flow shears small particles over the top of large, a breaking size-segregation wave is created. Such waves are important close to flow fronts, because they allow large particles that are over-run to rise up to the surface again and be recirculated. Computing the evolving particle-size distribution in a three-dimensional flow is still a challenge. However, it is possible to obtain a simplified representation by integrating the segregation equation through the avalanche depth. This fits naturally into the depth-averaged framework of avalanche models and opens the door to fully couple calculations to study levee formation and segregation induced flow fingering.
Introduction
Poly-disperse granular materials are extremely common in our kitchens, in our natural environment, as well as in many industrial, pharmaceutical, chemical and agricultural processes. Particles rarely have a regular shape or a uniform size distribution, and it is technologically challenging and costly to produce high tolerance monodisperse spheres. As polydisperse granular materials are moved, stored, agitated or allowed to flow, they have a tendency to segregate. This can sometimes be desirable, such as in mining and stone crushing, and can be exploited to separate the grains [1] , but it is often a source of great frustration that can significantly degrade the quality and the safety of a product [2] . A considerable amount of early work was therefore performed by engineers who sought to understand the fundamental size segregation mechanisms and learn how to control their effects [3, 4, 5] . Geologists and sedimentologists were also early pioneers who were quick to identify inversely (or reverse) graded deposits, in which the grain size population coarsens upwards, and use this as an indicator of ancient granular avalanches on dunes, in dense pyroclastic flows and debris flows [e.g. 6, 7] . As many as thirteen different segregation mechanisms for dissimilar grains have now been identified [8] , with the primary ones being percolation [e.g. 7, 9] , trajectory segregation [e.g. 10] , convection [e.g. 11] and fluidization [e. g 12] .
In shallow granular avalanches it is widely accepted that void filling percolation is the dominant mechanism for size segregation [13, 14] . This is the process in which random fluctuations within the flowing avalanche constantly open up gaps and the smaller particles are statistically more likely to drop down into them, under the action of gravity, than the large ones, because they are more likely to fit into the available space. This void filling process has also been termed kinetic sieving [7] and there is a related process of squeeze expulsion, in which large particles are levered upwards [13] . This percolation mechanism is extremely efficient in dry granular flows, with the large ones rising to the surface even when there are only small size differences between the particles, and when the large particles are significantly denser than the small ones [15] . Even over short distances particle segregation can have a significant impact as shown in the rotating drum experiment in figure 1 . A single passage through the surface avalanche is sufficient to sort the grains and deposit FIGURE 1. Segregation of a three phase mixture composed of 500-750 µm (green), 400-500 µm (white) and 75-150 µm (pink) particles in a rotating drum. The segregation occurs in a thin surface avalanche, and there is no segregation while the grains are in slow solid body rotation. The homogeneous initial condition is still visible in the top left, but once the grains have passed through the avalanche and been deposited they form a radial pattern [copyright Cambridge University Press 2011 reprinted with permission 16].
them to form a radial segregation pattern, with large particles concentrated near the drum wall, small ones near the centre and medium ones in between. A close-up image of the surface avalanche and the segregation within it is shown in figure 2.
Derivation of the segregation equations
Consider a polydisperse mixture of particles of the same density, but with differing sizes, that flows down a chute inclined at an angle ζ to the horizontal. A coordinate system Oxyz is defined with the x-axis pointing down the chute, the y-axis pointing across the chute and the z-axis being the upward pointing normal. For each constituent ν, mixture theory [17, 18] defines overlapping partial densities, ρ ν , partial velocities, u ν , and partial pressures, p ν . In addition, the concentration, φ ν , is defined as the volume fraction of constituent ν per unit volume of mixture, and lies in the range
The sum over all constituents is necessarily equal to unity
In standard mixture theory the partial and intrinsic velocity fields are identical, but the other fields such as the density, Cauchy stresses and pressures are usually related by a linear volume fraction scaling
(3) The bulk density ρ and the bulk pressure p are defined as the sum of the partial densities and partial pressures
Each constituent satisfies individual mass ∂ ρ ν ∂t
and momentum
balance laws, where ⊗ is the dyadic product and g is the gravitational acceleration vector. The interaction force, b ν , is the force exerted on phase ν by all the other constituents. These interaction forces sum to zero over all constituents
The stress tensor T ν = −p ν 1 + s ν is broken down into a spherical pressure −p ν 1 and a deviatoric stress s ν , where 1 is the unit tensor. It is assumed that in the normal direction the pressure dominates, and the deviatoric stresses and the normal acceleration terms can be neglected. This implies that the normal components of the momentum balances (6) sum to
over all constituents, where g is the constant of gravitational acceleration. Since the bulk density is constant and the avalanche free-surface, at z = s(x, y,t), is traction free, equation (8) can be integrated through the avalanche depth, subject to the condition that p(s) = 0, to show that the pressure is lithostatic
Gray and Thornton [19] observed that small particles support less of the overburden pressure as they percolate downwards, and that the large grains must consequently support more of the load. This led them to introduce a factor, f ν , which determines the proportion of the lithostatic pressure carried by constituent, ν, i.e. Summing the partial pressure (10) over all constituents and using (4) implies that the f ν factors must sum to unity
We shall adopt the same form for the interaction drag law, b ν , proposed by [20] , which consists of three terms
where c is the coefficient of inter-particle drag, d is the coefficient of diffusive remixing and u is the barycentric or bulk velocity, defined by
The first term in (12) combines with the pressure gradient in (6) to ensure that the percolation process is driven by the intrinsic rather than the partial pressure gradient, the second provides a linear resistance to relative motion and the third models diffusive remixing of the particles. The interaction drag b ν has been constructed so that it automatically satisfies the summation condition (7). The bulk velocity u has components u, v and w in the downslope, cross slope and normal directions, respectively. In the down and cross-slope directions the constituent velocities, u ν and v ν , are assumed to be equal to the bulk velocity
While the constituent velocity components in the normal direction can be calculated by substituting (3), (8), (10) and (12) into the normal component of the momentum balance (6) . Assuming that the normal accelerations are negligible, this implies that
(15) The functions f ν determine whether a particle will rise ( f ν > φ ν ) or sink ( f ν < φ ν ) relative to bulk, and must satisfy two constraints. Firstly if the any class of particles are in a pure phase they carry all of the load
and secondly, when there are no particles of that phase, they cannot carry any of the load
Motivated by the case of segregation in bi-disperse mixtures Gray and Ancey [16] proposed that in a polydisperse mixture
where the non-dimensional parameter B ν µ determines the magnitude of the pressure perturbation for constituent ν due to the presence of constituent µ. This additive decomposition automatically satisfies the constraints (16) and (17), and reduces to the bi-disperse case in any two-component sub-mixture. Assuming that there are no pressure perturbations exerted by any constituent on itself
and the pressure perturbation on constituent ν due to constituent µ is equal and opposite to the pressure perturbation on constituent µ by constituent ν
then the summation condition (11) is automatically satisfied as well. The matrix B formed by the coefficients B ν µ has the interesting property that it is antisymmetric, i.e. B = −B T , where the superscript T denotes the transpose.
An equation for the normal velocity of constituent ν can be obtained by substituting (18) into (15) and dividing through by φ ν to give
where q ν µ is the maximum segregation velocity of phase ν relative to phase µ, and D is the diffusivity. These are defined as
respectively. In the absence of diffusion, the segregation stops whenever the particles are in a pure phase, since φ ν = 1 necessarily implies that φ µ = 0 for µ = ν.
It is convenient to introduce non-dimensional variables using the scalings
where L is a typical downstream length scale, H is a typical thickness and U is a typical downstream velocity magnitude. Substituting the scalings into equation (21) implies that the non-dimensional normal velocity of constituent ν is
where the hats have been dropped for simplicity. The non-dimensional segregation rates S ν µ and the nondimensional diffusion coefficient are
The matrix S formed by the segregation coefficients S ν µ is also antisymmetric, since it is proportional to B through equations (22) and (25) . The segregation rate S ν µ is positive if constituent ν is larger than constituent µ. An evolution equation for the concentration of each phase ν is obtained by substituting the normal velocity (24) into the non-dimensionalized mass balance equation (5) with the downstream and cross stream velocity given by (14) . The non-dimensional segregation remixing equation for phase ν is therefore
where the flux in the normal direction
accounts for the segregation and diffusion of the particles. For a given incompressible bulk velocity field u, equation (26) must be solved subject to no flux conditions at the surface and the base of the avalanche
Equation (26) has been carefully constructed to ensure that when it is summed over all constituents it yields the bulk incompressibility condition
This together with the lithostatic pressure distribution (9) , are the key assumptions underlying most models for granular avalanches and geophysical mass flows [e.g 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28] . The bulk threedimensional velocity field u may be reconstructed from depth-averaged avalanche models [e.g. 29], or it may also be computed directly using the µ(I) rheology [30] .
Segregation in three-component mixtures
For a three constituent mixture, composed of large, medium and small particles, which will be denoted by the constituent letters ν = l, m, s, there are three independent positive segregation rates S lm , S ls and S ms . The antisymmetry property implies that the remaining segregation coefficients are S ml = −S lm , S sl = −S ls and S sm = −S ms . For a three-constituent mixture the general theory yields three equations
where the normal fluxes
The summation condition (2) implies that
which allows one of the three equations (33)- (35) to be eliminated. For instance, substituting for φ m in (33) and (35) yields two coupled equations for the large and small particle concentrations
where the normal fluxes are This represents a system of two coupled parabolic equations for the large and small particle concentrations, which can be solved using standard Galerkin finite elements methods e.g. pdepe in matlab.
One might expect that the larger the size ratio between the particles the larger the segregation rate. However the experiments of Golick and Daniels [31] suggest that the maximum rates may occur close to a size ratio of two. If this is the case, it is possible for the segregation rate of the large and medium particles and the medium and small particles to both be larger than the rate for large and small, i.e. S ls < S lm and S ls < S ms . This can lead to some interesting effects as shown in figure 3 . For some homogeneous initial conditions the solution is (a) stable and the grains separate out into sharply segregated inversely graded layers, but for other initial conditions (b) a small perturbation can grow rapidly to create a saw tooth segregation pattern, before the grains separate into two-component sub-mixtures and the instability decays. In the limit of no diffusion the instability is of Hadamard type [32, 33] , which indicates that diffusion is needed to maintain well-posedness.
It is also possible to compute steady-state solutions for the evolution of the inflow concentration down a chute as shown in figure (4). When (a) all the grains participate in the segregation they eventually develop a reverse distribution grading in which the entire grain size population coarsens upwards, but if (b) the fines do not segregate then a reverse coarse tail distribution develops in which the large and medium grains inverse grade and the small particles are found everywhere. Note that the fully developed steady-state solution shown in figure  4 (a) is very close to the distribution in the experimental avalanche shown in figure 2, which indicates that the theory is capable of making useful predictions.
Segregation in two-component mixtures
It is also useful to relate the multi-component theory to the case of a two-component mixture of large and small particles, which will be referred to by the constituent letters l and s. There is a single positive segregation rate S ls , since S sl = −S ls . The general theory (26) yields two segregation equations for the large and small particles
where the normal fluxes are (2) is
Gray and Thornton [19] decided to use (45) to substitute for the large particle concentration. The resulting segregation equation for the concentration of the small particles can therefore be written as
(46) Bridgwater et al. [34] were probably the first to write down a time-dependent version of this equation, which was based on the idea of the competition between percolation and diffusion. Savage and Lun [13] used statistical mechanics to derive a theory for kinetic sieving and squeeze expulsion, which to leading order yielded the same structure for the segregation term [19] , but neglected diffusive effects. Vallance and Savage [14] showed that solutions to this theory were consistent with experiments on an inclined chute. Dolgunin and Ukolov [35] also wrote down this equation, based on the simple insight that the segregation flux −S ls φ s (1 − φ s ) must shut off, when there are either all small particles, or all large ones. The equation is closely related to Burgers' equation, which Gray and Chugunov [20] exploited, by means of the Cole-Hopf transformation, to construct exact solutions for time-dependent segregation with diffusion. Wiederseiner et al. [36] have obtained excellent agreement between the diffuse theory and detailed experimental data collected at the side wall of a chute. They showed that typical Peclet numbers Pe = Sr/Dr are of the order to 10-20. This equation has also proved useful in understanding segregation due to density differences between the particles [37, 38] .
In the absence of diffusion it is possible to construct solutions by the method of characteristics. A range of two-dimensional steady-state [19, 39] and timedependent [40, 41, 42] exact solutions have been constructed. A highlight of the theory is its ability to predict the formation of breaking size segregation waves, which form whenever small particles are sheared over large ones [43, 29, 44] as shown in the sequence of images in figure 5 . The avalanche is initially inversely graded with a sharp interface between the large (green) particles and small (pink) grains that decreases linearly with increasing downslope distance x. Since the downslope bulk velocity is larger at the surface than at the base, the interface steepens with increasing time and breaks at t = 1. A layer of small particles is then sheared over the large grains, which are then squeezed up into faster moving parts of the flow and allow the small ones percolate down into slower moving regions. The net result is a continuously breaking particle-size segregation wave that allows large and small particles to recirculate in the flow. This is particularly important in the geophysical context, where they are fundamen-FIGURE 5. A series of (x, z) plots showing the formation of a breaking size segregation wave in a bi-disperse unit depth avalanche at a sequence of times. The particle concentration is shown using the same contour scale as figure 3. Initially the avalanche is sharply inversely graded with an upstream concentration shock η up = 0.9 that is connected to the downstream interface η down = 0.1 by a linear transition in the region −0.8 < x < 0.8. The velocity field is simple shear (α = 0) and the segregation rate S ls = 1. The interface position from the depth-averaged theory is plotted in blue.
tal to the formation of bouldery flow fronts [29, 45] , lateral instabilities and the spontaneous formation of coarse rich levees that channelize the flow and enhance run-out [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 55] .
A depth-averaged segregation model
Solving the full size segregation equations in evolving three-dimensional flows still represents a considerable challenge. An alternative approach is to integrate the segregation equation through the avalanche depth, to derive a depth-averaged segregation equation. This fits naturally into the depth-averaged framework of current avalanches models. For instance, neglecting cross-slope terms in (46) and using Leibniz' integral theorem, together with the surface and basal kinematic and no flux (28) conditions, implies
where the depth-averaged concentration of small particles and the depth integrated flux of small particles arē
It is possible to evaluate the two integrals in (48) by assuming that the avalanche is sharply inversely graded with concentration distribution
and that the downslope velocity is linear with depth
whereū is the depth-averaged downslope velocity and z = b(x,t) is the height of the topography. The parameter α allows the velocity profile to vary from plug-flow (α = 1), to simple shear (α = 0), and linear shear with basal slip for intermediate values. With these assumptions it follows that
Substituting (51) and (52) into (47) yields an important new equation for the depth of small particles, η, ∂ η ∂t
This equation essentially tracks the evolving position of the concentration shock between the inversely graded layers of large and small particles. By using (51) it is also possible to write (53) as ∂ ∂t
which is remarkably similar to the segregation equation (46) from which it is derived. In particular the form of the segregation term φ s (1 − φ s ) in (46) is very similar to the termφ (1 −φ ) in the (54) , which immediately tells us that the depth-averaged equation also segregates particles, but laterally rather than vertically. Indeed, Gray and Kokelaar [45] called this the large particle transport equation, because it preferentially transports large particles towards the avalanche front, and allows them to recirculate there. In the breaking size segregation problem shown in figure 5 , the two theories are identical up until the wave breaks at t = 1, and then a shock in the interface height forms, which moves at the same speed as the wave. This equation therefore opens up the realistic possibility of coupling the basal friction of the bulk flow to the evolving particle size distribution, to model the subtle segregation-mobility feedback effects that lead to the formation of coarse particle rich levees [49, 54] and flow fingering [47, 48, 55] .
